Management, control and measuring of all the differentiated waste collection and disposal cycle phases.
People, technology and IT; together to reach a zero-waste goal.
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A PROJECT FOR DIFFERENTIATED WASTE COLLECTION

ABOUT
US

ZERO WASTE
INNOVAMBIENTE is a system designed and created in
compliance with the Minimum Environmental Criteria for
Urban Waste Management Services defined by the Ministry of the Environment. Thanks to its software it makes
every aspect of the waste management cycle both control-

lable and efficient. It favours an increase in differentiated
waste collection and enables implementing a “points pricing” system in line with the provisions established by the
Ministerial Decree - Environment 20 April 2017.

<< INNOVAMBIENTE is an IT system for managing, controlling and measuring the collection cycle and
differentiated waste disposal. >>
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“
FROM INNOVA TO
“

INNOVAMBIENTE

INNOVA is a new model company with a high technological/
IT value, launched in the aerospace field and committed to the
development of applications related to controlling and monitoring the territory. The company was established in Matera in
1989 as a supplier and partner of the city’s Centre for Space Geodesy. In recent years it has created software and application
systems for remote-sensing technologies and processing satellite images acquired via the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
system used in civil and military environments. The highly advanced INNOVAMBIENTE IT system for managing, controlling
and measuring each phase of the waste collection and disposal

cycle has originated from this wealth of skills and experience.
This system has already been successfully adopted by municipalities, companies and managing bodies throughout all of
Italy. “Our mission is to offer each customer effective IT systems and services, guaranteeing users a points-pricing system for their waste disposal.
Our added value consists of offering all the managing processes in a single solution: from the service start-up to the operational phase throughout the entire duration of the service
assigned to us.”

100
MUNICIPALITIES

800k

US ER S
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COLLECTION CYCLE MANAGEMENT

FOR SERVICE
PROVIDERS

WASTE COLLECTION COMPUTERISATION
INNOVAMBIENTE is an integrated web-based information
system designed and created to meet the requirements
of the Ministerial Decree “Minimum Environmental Criteria for Urban Waste Management Services” when implementing a points-pricing system in line with the provisions
established by the new Ministerial Decree - Environment
20/04/2017. The INNOVAMBIENTE solution, constantly
updated and implemented, enables optimized management throughout the entire Start-up phase and the acquisition of data relating to fleet activity and disposals by users,
which can be consulted through the web-based service
centre. Thanks to its functionalities and applications, it ensures the operator control over every phase of the waste

management cycle on a 24/365 basis.
It allows territorial zoning processes, organization of time
and service modes and supplying materials to users. A
Back Office web service enables managing user requests
and defining an “On Demand” collection plan, as well as
an interface system for citizens using the dedicated App.
Its architecture and interfaces with operators and citizens
favour growth and transition towards differentiated waste
collection and simplify applying a points-pricing system.
at any given moment, management will know what is happening within the collection cycle. The system identifies,
in real time, the cycle’s strengths or criticalities, user satisfaction and service cost trends.

<< A simple, unique and integrated solution that intelligently manages the entire collection cycle.
From Start-Up to operational continuity, including fleet control and the users’ disposals. >>
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ANSWERS TO CITIZENS’ REQUESTS

FOR
MUNICIPALITIES

TECHNOLOGY FOR THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
The goal for each country in our continent is to comply with
the indications established by the EU: “0 waste” by 2030. Differentiated waste collection, collection centres, door-to-door
systems and precise measuring systems for the amount of
waste sent to the public administration services are essential steps towards meeting the final objective. Public administrations are the central protagonists of this path. They
respond to the needs and demands of citizens by offering
ever-increasing quality and efficiency services. The INNO-

Efficient,
Sustainable,
Replicable

VAMBIENTE information system responds in an advanced
way and with up-to-date technologies to satisfy these needs.
With “Start Up Go” each Municipality creates, consults and
updates the database of its domestic and commercial users,
links the users’ personal data with their properties and associates them with photos and exact GPS positions. All data is
constantly transmitted in real time to the central INNOVAMBIENTE system, thus making it possible to monitor the kits
distributed to all citizens and their relevant disposal data.
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DIFFERENTIATED WASTE DISPOSAL USER FRIENDLY

People, families and their behaviour are at the base of waste
collection and relevant disposal cycle. A city, whether large
or small, is “smart” only if its citizens are as well. “Differentiated waste collection” means knowing what and when to
dispose. It means disposing with simplicity and awareness,
reducing waste and acting in a sustainable and environmentally and community-friendly way, even within the walls of
one’s home. This is why INNOVAMBIENTE has created a waste management app compatible with iOS, Android or Windows Mobile and can be downloaded free of charge by every
user on their mobile devices. Whether through a smart-phone or tablet, and with a simple “tap”, you can: check the waste

“

collection calendar and the disposal guide, consult the waste
dictionary, access the information regarding the collection
centre, send a request for bulk waste collection or report on
waste, in real time, to the waste collection service provider.
You’ll always have clear and transparent control of what and
how much each person disposes, via the waste management
software. Essential information to understand how to change
and improve a user’s behaviour, increase savings and reduce
our waste’s environmental impact. And above all, every user
will become aware of the costs needed to cover the urban
hygiene service, as envisaged by the new “points-pricing”
system, to be adopted by law throughout Italy by 2019.

“

FOR ALL
CITIZENS

THE COLLECTION STARTS WITH CITIZENS

From “smart cities” to “smart citizens”, INNOVAMBIENTE makes all
citizens protagonists and aware of their contribution to protecting
the environment.

SOLUTIONS
AND SERVICES
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solutions and services
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USERS CENSUS AND DISTRIBUTING KITS

START-UP
MANAGEMENT

MANAGE KITS DISTRIBUTION
Advanced IT tools needed to carry out all the activities
planned and aimed at building a database, from territorial surveys to utility analysis, a reference for optimizing
the supply of material to users and manage its distribution. These processes are always accompanied by training
events, from a methodological point of view, aimed above
all at facilitators and organisations so as to produce the

best learning conditions.
The Start-Up Management solution is divided into several
phases: management of personal data and zoning, census
of utilities and kit distribution. The optimal management
of each phase will guarantee the achievement of the set
objectives and the success of a differentiated waste collection project.
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USERS, COLLECTION CENTRES, VEHICLES IN MOVEMENT

DATA
ACQUISITION

COMPUTERIZATION OF THE INNOVAMBIENTE COLLECTION
Is a complete solution, equipped with all the hardware and
software tools needed for recording disposals made by
users, both for door-to-door waste collection via the automatic identification of the container equipped with RFID
tags or Barcode, and for disposing waste at the Collection
Centre by reading the user identification card.

The data acquisition process includes the high-frequency
detection of the GPS position of each vehicle in the fleet
and recording of the vehicle’s activity by controlling power
take-offs, lifting-dumping bins, compacting, unloading,
brushes and scrubber bars, data acquisition solutions and
services.
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WASTE COLLECTION AND FLEET MONITORING

OPERATIONAL
CENTRE

MANAGING WASTE COLLECTION VIA THE WEB
INNOVAMBIENTE is completely accessible via the web
through a dedicated website which allows access, via authentication, for controlling both waste collection and the
relevant fleet. The software used for the reception, management and processing of data transmitted by mobile devices
resides in a web farm that manages and centralizes the appropriate maintenance and security aspects.

A single web platform that allows close monitoring of all
the phases that contribute to the waste collection project
and access, with just a few clicks, to all the information regarding the waste collection service, from the user data to
door-to-door waste collection, from the deliveries to the
Collection Centres to the vehicles’ activities, inclusive of the
analytical and graphic presentation of the collection trends.
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TOLL-FREE NUMBER AND COLLECTION ON DEMAND

BACK OFFICE
MANAGER

MANAGE NOTIFICATIONS AND COLLECTION
INNOVAMBIENTE offers a Back Office Service entirely
usable via the web, designed to manage and update the
contents of the informative and interactive app used by citizens, such as the collection calendar, the disposal guide
and information on Collection Centres, in a user-friendly
manner. It is also aimed at improving efficiency in managing the toll-free number by registering notifications and

requests sent by users for home collection through the
App or by telephone. The Back Office Service integrates
the multichannel management of the On Demand service
by acquiring waste collection requests from users via the
App and the toll-free number and by generating the list of
collections, which can be transmitted on a mobile device to
enable guided navigation towards users.
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solutions and services

services for citizens
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INFORMATION APP

SERVICES
FOR CITIZENS

DIFFERENTIATED WASTE DISPOSAL BECOMES USER-FRIENDLY
Thanks to the “Common Collection – Differentiated waste disposal become user-friendly” App, INNOVAMBIENTE makes citizens an active part of the collection process.
The application allows access to all the information on
waste collection and brings people closer to the issues of
recycling and eco-sustainable waste management.

Citizens will thus have a tool at hand which, in addition to
providing all the information on disposals, will also allow
them to communicate and create synergy with the active
community. Finally, the App will enable to interact directly
with the service provider to report any problems and request information regarding the services.

OUR
TEAM
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our team

a daily commitment

Like many Italian success stories, ours too begins with a
unique passion that unites us: finding technologies and solutions to make the world not only a better place, but also
a cleaner place. Starting from our home-town Matera, we
brought innovation and knowledge throughout the peninsula and in Europe as well.

ZERO WASTE

A DAILY
COMMITMENT
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Engineers, developers, technicians and department managers, but above all people. Everyone’s uniqueness is a
value to cultivate and enhance. We strongly believe that
only through the commitment and professionalism of a
close-knit team can we achieve great results. It’s a question
of trust, perseverance and the desire to innovate.

TOGETHER
FOR A
CLEANER
WORLD
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our team

<< A world without waste is possible thanks to the collaboration between citizens, organizations and service providers. A world with zero waste is a conscious
and courageous world, where digital solutions go hand in hand with people’s
daily commitments. >>

“
ZERO

“

WASTE
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